MetaSpark Presale Relaunch
Please read the information below regarding our upcoming presale relaunch. It
includes information on how you can withdraw your funds from DxSale and what the
plans for the relaunch are.

Why are you relaunching presale?
To ensure the best possible launch, we have decided to cancel the old presale so we
can make some improvements to our contract and tokenomics ahead of launch. We
have resubmitted the changes for a new audit and have uploaded the results here.

When and where will you relaunch?
DxSale Presale: 21st April (1pm UTC)
Token Launch: 24th April (TBC)

What about my BNB from the old presale?
As we have cancelled the old DxSale listing, you can claim a refund using the
Withdraw Funds button that will appear on the listing.

Make sure you are connected to the wallet you used to invest with and on the BSC
network. Please also make sure you are on the dx.app domain prior to connecting
your wallet.

Do I need to reinvest in the new presale or will my
BNB transfer over automatically?
The process is not automatic. If you wish to participate in the new MetaSpark
Presale, you will need to first manually withdraw your BNB from the old presale
listing (as shown above) and then reinvest it in the new presale.

How do I receive my tokens and bonuses?
Presale tokens can be claimed via DxSale after completion of presale. Private sale
tokens will be airdropped to holders after liquidity is added to PancakeSwap. Referral
bonuses will be airdropped to all holders a week after token launch.

Will the Soft and Hard Caps change?
Our previous listing raised 230 BNB before we cancelled it. As we want to create buy
pressure on launch, we have decided to go with a 100 / 200 BNB Soft and Hard Cap.
You can read more about this in our litepaper.

What about whitelists?
Everyone who contributed to the old presale or already had previously acquired a
whitelist will be whitelisted again for the new presale. As our Hard Cap is lower than
what we already raised, we cannot accept new whitelists. We will however, open the
presale to everyone after 24 hours of launching.

How will a smaller Hard Cap affect the roadmap?
As you would expect, less funding will have an impact on our project and roadmap.
There's less talent we can hire and less resources we can acquire to accelerate
progress. That said, we have always had talent in-house to build the platform. All this
means is we’ll need to re-evaluate the timing and priorities of our roadmap. As such,
we will launch Roadmap 2.0 after presale.

Are there changes to the buy and sell taxes?
In the interest of maintaining buy pressure, incentivising holding and maximising
liquidity for price support, we have adjusted the taxes to promote a healthy chart as
follows:
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You can read more about this in our litepaper.

What about Private Sale - will there be Vesting?
We recognise the concern of Private Sale investors having a significant advantage
over everyone else at launch. Instead of forcing vesting onto Private Sale holders, we
have done our best to come up with a solution that benefits all parties involved.
These changes are as follows:
1. We have closed the advantage gap between Private Sale investors and
Presale investors at launch. The new token prices are below:
SPARK per BNB
Private Sale

1,200,000

Presale

1,100,000

Launch

1,000,000

2. As Private Sale investors were promised a significant upside to their
investment, we have created a Community Wallet tax pool (see above) that
will initially be used to pay back up to 50% of their investment, provided they
hold all SPARK tokens acquired through Private Sale. Repayments will be in
BNB and on a bi-weekly basis with the first occurring 2 weeks after launch.
What this means is we can minimise sell pressure on the token at launch
whilst also upholding our promise to Private Sale investors.
You can read more about this in our litepaper.

